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0  Dhimba Survey Summary Information
Background to the Dhimba People

Population: 12,000 in northern Namibia; 18,000–23,000 in southwestern Angola.
Regions: In Namibia the Dhimba people live in the Opuwo District of the Kunene Region and in the
northwestern corner of the Omusati Region. The Kunene Region comprises what is often still called
“Kaokoland.”
Neighboring groups: The territory of the Dhimba community in Namibia comprises areas where two
other languages, Herero and Wambo (Ndonga), are predominant. Herero is predominant in the
Kunene Region, and Ndonga is predominant in the Omusati Region.
Literacy: In 1991 (the year of the last national census in Namibia) 68% of all people living in
Kaokoland were illiterate. 55% of people ages 10–34 were illiterate, and 88% of people over age 35
were illiterate. At most 32% of Dhimba speakers can read. 24% of people in Kaokoland have attended
primary school only, and only 7% have secondary school or higher. However, the percentages are
higher for attendance of younger people (age 6–35) at both the primary and secondary school levels.
(Figures for Kaokoland are considered here to be more representative of the Dhimba people than
figures for Owamboland, i.e., Omusati Region).

Background to the Dhimba Scripture Translation Project

1968 - Dhimba translation begun under the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Namibia
(ELCIN; then ELOC).

1970 - Gospel of Luke published by the Bible Society.
1979 - Gospel of John published by the Bible Society.
1980s - early 90s - Translation suspended due to the war.
1995 - Dhimba translation resumed again under ELCIN.
1996 - Lutheran Bible Translators (LBT) becomes involved in the project.
1996-1997 - Ms. Janet Kunkel and Ms. Barbara Cameron (LBT) conduct a language survey.
1997 - Rev. and Mrs. Hal Toenjes (LBT) arrive to serve as Bible translation and literacy advisors.
1998 - Rev. John Tolu attends translators’ course at the Bible Institute of South Africa in Cape Town.
1999 - Dhimba Bible Translation and Literacy Project sees planning committees established.

Translation Consultant with United Bible Societies approves translated text of the Gospel of
Mark.

2000 - Bible Society in Namibia allocates funds for audio recording of the Gospel of Mark which is
launched along with the printed portion in Opuwo in August.

Survey Objectives

The purpose of this survey was to determine whether the Scriptures should be translated into
the Dhimba language. The survey was motivated by two key questions:
• Can Dhimba speakers understand Herero and/or Ndonga well enough to use the Scriptures

already available in those languages?
• Would Scriptures in Dhimba be used?

Research Procedures

Several research activities were conducted which sought out people’s own impressions, ideas,
and self-reports. Other activities measured people’s language comprehension ability and other
behavior. The activities are as follows:
Parish leaders’ questionnaires - Interviews were conducted with sixteen parish leaders in the Dhimba

areas to learn about the characteristics of their congregations and what languages are used in
their churches.
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Individual questionnaires - 203 interviews were conducted with Dhimba individuals, selected
according to categories established for age, education, and sex. Topics of the questions
included level of education, places lived, languages spoken to the spouse, church attendance,
and use of audio machines.

Recorded text test—Stories and Scripture portions in three languages: Herero, Dhimba, and
Ndonga—were played and comprehension questions asked to measure Dhimba speakers’
understanding of those languages. This exercise had 203 respondents.

Pilot Scripture distribution - An exercise in distributing Scripture portions checked parish leaders’
commitment to promote the Dhimba Scriptures in their churches and whether Dhimba
speakers were interested in obtaining the Scriptures in their own language. This exercise was
conducted at sixteen sites.

Survey Results and Conclusions

Results of the parish leaders’ responses show that two churches have over 90% Dhimba
speakers and use the Dhimba language throughout the church services. Other churches—some with
greater than 50% Dhimbas—use Herero or Wambo. Few consistently translate all parts of the service
into Dhimba. The Bible is regularly read in Herero or Wambo.

Results of the individual responses show that 63% of the respondents (127 in 203) reported
that they could read. Nearly half of all readers (46%, or  58 in 127) say that they can read Dhimba.
This group includes 18% of the respondents who had one year or less of school. Actual reading ability
in Dhimba may be lower than self-reports would indicate. A reading test was not an aspect of this
survey. Preparation of literacy materials in Dhimba as well as transitional materials for those who read
other languages (i.e., Herero, Ndonga, English) is recommended.

48% (98 of 203) of the respondents were married. 93% of the married respondents (91
individuals) were married  to another Dhimba speaker. This is a good sign for language vitality (e.g.,
speaking the language) in future generations.

80% of the respondents attend church, over half of this group very frequently. This invites
greater use of the Dhimba language in church services.

Nearly two thirds of the respondents listen to the radio and to cassette tapes. However,
greater usage is correlated to more education. It is likely that more education leads to greater
economic advantage in obtaining radios and cassette players. Those with less education who cannot
read also have less access to radios and tapes. Methods will have to be sought out to make the
translated Scriptures available to people of all levels of education either in printed or audio form.

Results of the recorded text test indicate that a high proportion of Dhimbas in all sample
groups (men and women; age groups 15–40 and 41 and over) do not adequately understand Herero
or Ndonga (minimum 75% intelligibility) to use the Scriptures in those languages. However, their
understanding of their own language is very high. The results would verify the assertion that Dhimba
speakers need to have the Scriptures translated into their own language.

Results of the Scripture use pilot test indicate that most of the churches will actually distribute
books produced in Dhimba.
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1  Research Introduction and Objectives
1.1  Introduction

In 1968 the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Namibia (ELCIN) began Bible translation in the
Dhimba language. The Gospel of Luke was published by the Bible Society in 1970, and the Gospel of
John in 1979. Due to difficulties during the war for independence, the work was suspended for many
years. When translation work resumed in 1995 (again sponsored by ELCIN), it was decided that a
sociolinguistic survey should be done to determine the need for translation into Dhimba. A
sociolinguistic survey of the Dhimba language was conducted during November 1996 and March-April
1997.1

The Dhimba language, pronounced [THEE-mba], is spoken by about twelve thousand people
in Namibia in the Opuwo District of the Kunene Region, and in the northwestern corner of the Omusati
Region. It is also spoken in southwestern Angola by about 18,000–23,000 people. Thus, the total
population of Dhimba speakers is approximately 30,000–35,000 (Lane’s estimate).

In Namibia the Dhimba people live amongst speakers of two other Bantu languages, Herero
and Wambo (Ndonga). For the purpose of this survey the Dhimba-speaking area was divided into two
sections. The Opuwo District of the Kunene Region—called the “western” section here—was
considered to be the Herero language area. The Omusati Region—called the “eastern” section here—
was considered to be the Wambo-speaking area (map 1). Herero and Wambo are predominant in
their respective areas due to having the larger populations and usage as the medium of instruction in
schools.

Between the two areas of Dhimba residence (with concentrations in the urban areas of Opuwo
and Ruacana) is a nearly one hundred kilometer section that is sparsely populated. The highest
concentration of Dhimba speakers is in the eastern (Wambo) area. In that area there are places
where most, if not all, the people are Dhimba. In the eastern section the Ndonga variety of Wambo is
used in the schools while in the western section, Herero is used in the schools. The influence of the
predominant language of the area (as demonstrated through bilingual speaking and reported reading
ability) was expected to be significant in this survey. Dhimba speakers from both areas were
interviewed and tested during the survey.

1.2  Objectives
The purpose of this survey was to determine whether the Scriptures should be translated into

the Dhimba language. The survey was motivated by two key questions:
• Can Dhimba speakers understand Herero and/or Ndonga well enough to use the Scriptures

already available in those languages?
• Would Scriptures in Dhimba be used?

A negative outcome to the first question, demonstrating that Dhimba speakers could not
adequately understand the Herero or Ndonga Scriptures, would verify the need for Scripture
translation into Dhimba. A positive demonstration in activities checking the second question would
further verify the need for Dhimba Scripture translation. Conversely, a positive outcome to the
comprehension of a second language or a demonstration of little interest in reading Dhimba may
indicate little need for a translation.

                                                
1The survey was conducted by Janet Kunkel and Barbara Cameron of Lutheran Bible Translators (USA), and
Rev. John Tolu and Mr. Jonas Tjikulya from the Dhimba Bible Translation Project. Mr. Hofni Mutirwa was hired
as a research assistant to help during the interviewing and testing phases of the survey.
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1.3  Survey Procedures
Four research activities were used in the Dhimba sociolinguistic survey in order to obtain the

information that would answer the survey questions. Questionnaires were used to gather detailed
background information from people in two different situations: parish leaders and Dhimba individuals.
An exercise with recorded texts was a test of Dhimba speakers’ understanding of stories recorded on
audio cassette in three languages, Dhimba, Herero, and Ndonga. Potential for the future interest in
and use of Scriptures translated into Dhimba was tested on a small scale. Gospels of Luke and John
were distributed for sale in churches where Dhimba people are in the congregations. Places where
each activity was carried out are shown in map 1. Each of these activities and its results is described
later.

2  Parish Leaders’ Interviews
In November 1996 parish leaders (pastors, deacons, elders) of sixteen churches were visited

and interviewed by members of the research team (Questionnaire in appendix A). Eight of the
churches were in the Herero area and eight in the Ndonga area. The purpose of the interview was to
learn about the characteristics of various churches in the Dhimba-speaking community and whether
Dhimba speakers who attend church are likely to hear their own or another language used in church.
The parish leaders were also asked whether Dhimba speakers in the congregation could read.

Three of the sixteen parish leaders interviewed were Dhimba mother-tongue speakers. Two
other leaders spoke it as a second language. The sixteen parish leaders were unanimous in their
support for a potential Dhimba Scripture translation. All expressed that it was needed; fourteen
indicated a great need or very great need. The respondents were unanimous in affirming that they
would use translated Dhimba Scriptures in their congregations and would play the cassettes if Dhimba
Scriptures were recorded. Furthermore, they were unanimous in declaring that members of their
congregations would be interested in helping people learn to read and write Dhimba.

In the Wambo area, two of the eight leaders interviewed indicated that most or all of the
congregation members were Dhimba. Four gave percentages ranging from 59%–99%. Two gave
estimates below fifty percent. The leaders were asked about which languages were used in various
parts of the church service, e.g., singing of hymns, praying, making announcements, preaching. Only
two used Dhimba throughout the service. These two indicated that their memberships were ninety-five
percent and ninety-nine percent Dhimba. In the six remaining churches, all preaching was in Wambo.
Three did not interpret in any other language, and two interpreted occasionally, though the language
of interpretation was not indicated. Only one specified that the interpretation was in Dhimba.

In the western area, two of the eight leaders interviewed indicated that most of the
congregation members were Dhimba and a third suggested sixty percent. The remaining five leaders
indicated that below fifty percent of the members were Dhimba. The church that suggested sixty
percent Dhimba membership used Herero for the entire service with no interpretation in other
languages. The two that indicated that most members were Dhimba conducted the service in all
languages, and the preaching was interpreted in Wambo or Dhimba depending on the language the
preacher spoke. (Unfortunately further explanation was not given as to what all languages consisted
of or what factors impinged on the language of the preaching and its interpretation). The Bible was
read in Herero, Wambo, English, and Afrikaans in various churches. All suggested that the people
could not read or understand the Bible in Wambo. However, two said that half or more (most, seventy-
five percent) of their congregations could read and understand it in Herero.
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Map 1. Locales of Data Collecting in the Western and Eastern Dhimba-Speaking Areas
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In summary: Only two churches that have over ninety percent Dhimba speakers use the
Dhimba language throughout the church services. At least another five congregations are
predominantly Dhimba. Other churches use Herero or Wambo, but few consistently translate all parts
of the service into Dhimba. The Bible is read in Herero or Wambo. A few recommendations are that
greater use of Dhimba could be encouraged in churches that have many Dhimba members. This
could include more frequent Bible reading in Dhimba as well as use of Dhimba audio Scriptures when
they become available.

3  Pilot Scripture Distribution
Sixteen churches were given twenty booklets to sell, ten each of the Luke and John gospels,

at a reasonable price. This exercise tested behavior in two ways. First, it tested whether the parish
leaders were committed to promoting the Dhimba Scriptures in their churches. Second, it tested
whether Dhimba speakers were interested in obtaining the Scriptures in their own language. A follow-
up interview was done one to two months after they had received the booklets to find out what had
been accomplished in distributing them.

Twelve of the sixteen churches that had received booklets to distribute reported back their
outcome. Eight sold all the books they were given. One of these churches sold a total of seventy
books after having obtained more from the research team. Two churches sold some books and two
sold no books. Seven of the churches wanted more of the same books to sell. No one thought that the
price (fifty cents) was too high.

The general sentiment of people buying the booklets, as reported by the parish leaders, was
that the people are happy to have the books in their language because they understand them. A
comment by a leader was: “They need them to learn (more about God).”

In summary: The results of this Scripture use pilot test indicate that most of the churches will
actually distribute books produced in Dhimba. In addition, the relatively high frequency of church
attendance (table 4) may correlate with a high valued use of Scripture in general. This is another good
sign for potential receptiveness of the translated Dhimba Scriptures.

4  Individual Interview Results

4.1  Methodology
Over two hundred Dhimba speakers in the western and eastern areas were interviewed in

March and April 1997. Places in the western—predominantly Herero—area included Opuwo,
Orumana, and Okarukoro. Places in the eastern—predominantly Ndonga—area included Ruacana,
Etunda,  Epalela, Omindomba, Okonyota, and others. Respondents participated in the individual
interview prior to listening to the recorded text test tapes. Thus, these two procedures have similar
samples.

The researchers established categories of speakers according to age, sex, and education
level. They  sought people who met the characteristics in order to gain a balanced distribution of
respondents. A number of categories were established, two for sex, two for age, and three for
education level. Various combinations of these groups resulted in twelve categories for each area.
The goal was to find ten persons for each category in each of the Herero and Wambo areas. The sum
would have been 240 respondents. (For example, they sought to interview ten Dhimba speakers in
each category, ten women age 15–40 with no education, 10 women age 15–40 with primary (grade 2
and above) education, 10 women age 15–40 with secondary school education, and so on.) The most
difficult category for which to find respondents was older women with secondary school education.
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Thus, the goal was not reached for full representation in each category. Also a number of the
respondents had resided in both the areas for long periods of time, and others were from Angola.
These two groups—Dhimbas from Angola and those who had resided in both areas—were not
intentionally sought in the survey and didn’t fit in any of the primary categories. The data for these are
explained in two separate sections in the results.

The individual questionnaire (appendix B) asked questions about the person’s background,
where he/she was born and early language influences. It also asked about speaking ability in other
languages and dialects, education level and locations of schools attended, other places of residence,
marriage, language(s) spoken in the family, church attendance, literacy, and whether the person
listened to the radio or cassette.

Several questions tried to determine whether the person might have heard and had the
opportunity to learn Herero or Wambo due to living near one or both of the other speech groups
outside their primary area of residence. Persons who have had such an opportunity may be better
able to understand the Bible in either of the other languages, but they may not be representative of
the larger Dhimba population. Thus, bilingualism of Dhimba speakers is a concern in the survey.

The results of the individual interviews are summarized here on four selected topics. The
topics are the respondents’ ability to read and in what languages, languages spoken in the home,
church attendance, and use of the radio or cassette tapes. These topics are assumed to be important
in sociolinguistic situations pertaining to literacy, language development, and language vitality.

4.2  Ability to Read
The respondents’ ability to read was asked in order to determine in which languages they may

now be able to read the Bible. The responses to these questions do not tell us what proportion  of the
whole Dhimba population say they are literate since people were not interviewed at random.  The
researchers interviewed a certain number of people in several categories as described earlier in the
methodology. This attempt at an even distribution may reveal results that are not representative of the
whole population.

63% of the respondents (127 in 203) reported that they could read. 46% of all readers (58 in
127) say that they can read Dhimba. This group includes 18% (16) of the respondents who had one
year or less of school. Table 1 gives the number of readers of various languages by area(s) where
they have lived.
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                      Table 1. Literate Dhimbas by area and reading ability

Area(s) lived
Total
Readers

Read
Herero

Read
Wambo

Read
Dhimba

Read
English

Read
Other

All areas (total) 127 85
(67%)

51
(40%)

58
(46%)

28
(22%)

2 (2%)

Western area
only

42 40
(95%)

2
(5%)

20
(48%)

13
(31%)

1 (2%)

Eastern area
only

46 15
(33%)

30
(65%)

20
(43%)

10
(22%)

1 (2%)

Both Western
and Eastern
areas

31 25
(81%)

15
(48%)

15
(48%)

5
(16%)

n = 203

In table 1 the percentages relate only to the row “total readers.” The row percentages may
sum to more than one hundred percent due to respondents’ reports of their ability to read more than
one language.

67% of all readers (85 in 127) said that they could read Herero whereas only 40% (51 in 127)
said that they could read Wambo. 95% (40 in 42) of readers who had lived in the Herero area only
claimed that they could read Herero, whereas only 65% (30 in 46) of readers who had lived in the
Wambo area only claimed that they could read Wambo. These results indicate that Dhimba speakers’
greatest ability to read is Herero, second  Dhimba, third Wambo, and fourth English.

4.3  Languages Spoken to Spouse and Children
 48% (98 of 203) of the respondents were married. Of this group 93% (91 individuals) were married to
another Dhimba speaker or identified their spouse’s language as Dhimba. Of those not married to a
Dhimba, the seven respondents were married to Wambo, Herero, Nkumbi, and Ngambwe speakers.
The questionnaire asked what language the respondent spoke to the spouse. It also asked what
language the spouse spoke back to the respondent. While these data were not consistently recorded,
enough data were recorded which demonstrated a statistical significance2 as shown in table 2.

Table 2.  Language spoken between the respondent and the spouse

Lang. to spouse Dhimba Herero Wambo
Lang. of spouse
to respondent

Dhimba 56 0 0
Herero 0 1 0
Wambo 0 0 1

Total 56 1 1

These results indicate a high confidence that Dhimbas primarily marry other Dhimbas and
continue to speak their language. The tendency also holds true for the languages the respondents
spoke with their children. Table 3 shows the results for the seventy-eight respondents who indicated
that they had children.
                                                
2Statistical significance was determined using the chi-square test. Categories were determined to be
significantly different with ninety-five percent assurance if the probability value of the chi-square was 0.05 or
less (p≤ 0.05).
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Table 3. Languages spoken between the respondent and the respondent’s children

Language to child Dhimba Hakawona Wambo
Child to parent

Dhimba 75 1 0
Wambo 0 0 2

Total 75 1 2

In one instance the parent indicated s/he spoke Hakawona to the child, but the child
responded in Dhimba. In two instances the respondent indicated that both s/he and the child spoke
Wambo. However, these results indicate a high confidence that Dhimbas primarily continue to speak
Dhimba with their children. The continued vitality of Dhimba is significantly demonstrated through the
frequency of Dhimba that is spoken in Dhimba families.

4.4  Church Attendance
160 of the 203 persons interviewed resided in either the western or the eastern area but not in

both. 72% (115) of these respondents claimed church attendance. The attendance frequency is
illustrated in table 4 as the number of times the respondent went to church in the last two months.

                Table 4. Frequency of church attendance in the last two months, by area

         Freq.
Area

6–8 times 3–5 times 1–2 times Zero times/
don’t go

Don’t know/
no answer

Total

Western 40 10 5 15 8 78
Eastern 28 20 12 12 10 82
Total 68 30 17 27 18 160

More respondents from the eastern area claimed to attend church overall; 73% (60) compared
with 71% (55) in the western area. But the church attendees in the western area did so with greater
frequency. 51% (40) of respondents in the western area indicated the highest frequency category, six
to eight times attended in two months (approximately eight weeks). But only 34% (28) in the eastern
area indicated the same frequency. 43% (68) of this sample (160) indicated attendance 6–8 times in
two months.

4.5  Usage of the Radio and Cassette Tapes
Table 5 shows the distribution of radio and tape listening according to level of education. The

sum of the first row indicating the level of education does not sum to all of the respondents (n = 203).
The total is 190. The thirteen missing bits of data are due to some respondents not indicating their
level of education.

Table 5.  Distribution of radio and tape listening according to level of education.

All
Respondents

No school -
1 Yr. Prim.

Primary,
2+ yrs

Secondary
or higher

Total n = 203 79 52 59
Listens to Tape - Yes 123 (61%)

 (of total)
30 (38%)
 (of categ.)

38 (73%)
(of categ.)

49 (83%)
 (of categ.)

Listens to Radio - Yes 131 (65%) 32 (41%) 41 (79%) 52 (88%)
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A slightly higher number of people listen to and have a radio than listen to tapes and have a
tape player. The higher the individual’s level of education, the more likely it is that he or she has a
radio and tape player. (Yes to tape: Secondary school 83%, No school 38%; Yes to radio: Secondary
school 88%, No school 41%). It is likely that the improved economic position of the educated people
allows them to obtain a radio or tape player.

Most of the people with no education cannot read. Also, nearly sixty percent of this group do
not have access to listen to either tapes or the radio. The people with no education would not be able
to easily use the translated Dhimba Scriptures in either printed or audio form.

4.6  Summary of Individual Interviews
Nearly half of all readers (forty-six percent) say that they can read Dhimba. This group

includes eighteen percent of the respondents who had one year or less of school. The writing sytems
of Herero, Wambo, and Dhimba are quite similar. This would encourage preparation of transitional
literacy materials for readers.

Forty-eight percent (98 of 203) of the respondents were married. Ninety-three percent of the
married respondents were married to another Dhimba speaker. This is a good sign for language
vitality and speaking the language in future generations.

Eighty percent of the respondents attend church, over half of this group very frequently. This
would invite greater use of the Dhimba language in church services.

Nearly two thirds of the respondents listen to the radio and cassette tapes. However, greater
usage is associated with more education. Those with less education who cannot read also have less
access to the radio and tapes.

5   Recorded Text Test (RTT)

5.1  Methodology
The purpose of the recorded text test (RTT) was to check how well Dhimba speakers

understood Ndonga and Herero relative to their mother tongue. This test only checked
comprehension (understanding), not bilingual speaking ability.

The recorded text test primarily gives an indication of how well the stories in one language are
understood compared to texts in another language. In testing understanding between dialects, scores
of 85% and above are usually considered to be adequate for the two dialects to use literature in the
same written form. Scores of 75% to 85% are considered to indicate marginally adequate
understanding. The RTT normally is used as a comprehension measuring instrument between
dialects of a single language, not between distinct languages. Thus, its use for comparing Dhimba,
Herero, and Ndonga is unusual. However, in this report, 75% will be used as a point of reference in
analyzing the data.  That is, group scores above 75% might indicate that the group would be able to
read and use literature in another language that they have learned (e.g., Herero and Ndonga).  But
scores below the 75% mark could indicate that they wouldn’t be able to read and use the literature. It
must be pointed out that no standards have been established for testing the comprehension of the
Scriptures in this way.

It will be presumed that 75% comprehension would be the minimum level of understanding in
a second language for the purpose of using literature written in that language. Casad gives some
indication of the degree of bilingualism when he says: “It seems more plausible to express this
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threshold as a series of values corresponding to a range of intelligibility levels. Preliminary tests
suggest that it lies between 75% and 85%” (Casad 1974:46). Further, Bergman provides insight to the
assessment of such data regarding decisions on projects. “When such tests show intelligibility of less
than 75%, a project is generally desirable. Higher scores do not necessarily mean that a project is not
needed: a judgement needs to be made on each case in the light of all information available.”
(Bergman 1990:9.5.2) These recommendations were followed by the researchers.

Most of the respondents who answered the individual questionnaire also listened to stories on
cassette tape. They listened to a Scripture portion and a contemporary story from individual mother-
tongue speakers of Dhimba, Herero, and Ndonga. The narrative Scripture passage in Dhimba was
from the Gospel of John. Originally there were two Scripture passages in both Ndonga and Herero,
from Nehemiah and James. But since the respondents only heard one Scripture in each language,
and the scores were not different, the scores were finally coalesced into one Scripture score for each
language heard on the cassette. Thus, each respondent listened to six texts, and it is for six texts that
results are described.

The RTT procedure is as follows: On a cassette the individual initially listened to an
explanation of the procedure in Dhimba and also a short practice exercise in Dhimba with four
questions. Then he/she heard the complete first story once. The story was played a second time with
questions inserted on the tape. Each story had ten questions which were given in Dhimba. Listeners
could answer in Dhimba, though sometimes they answered in the language of the story. The tape
recorder was paused after each question to allow the listener time to answer. The researchers wrote
down all the answers. This procedure was repeated for each of the six stories that each listener
heard. After completion of the fieldwork phase, the researchers scored the answers as correct, half
correct, or incorrect. Though individuals listened to the stories, the scores and results are applied to
categories of Dhimba speakers, not to individuals.

The sequence of the stories on the cassette is important. Having the stories in a fixed
sequence may have given a certain advantage or disadvantage to the stories depending on their
placement in the order. For example, at the beginning the listener is still becoming familiar with the
procedure. Therefore the scores for the initial story might be lower. If the first story involved a less
familiar language or a difficult topic, the initial scores might be lower yet. Thus, to avoid possible
skewing of the first story’s scores, the sequence of the stories was altered. No one story always
occurred first or last on the tape. During the RTT procedure, the sequence of the stories on the
cassette was rotated by using several cassettes with the stories in varying orders.

Due to the diverse characteristics that were sought in the representative sample for the RTT,
the results are necessarily very diverse. While the researchers tried to find ten people for every
category (in order to have a reliable quantity of data), this was not always possible. For example, the
categories of older educated men and women often had only four or five respondents. Though these
data are less reliable than those from categories with more data, they must be taken as representative
of those characteristics in the Dhimba population. Thus, they will be included in the discussion of the
RTT results.

The scores are averages based on how well the respondents in that category answered the
ten questions for the texts. Since there were ten questions for each story, it can also be inferred that
the score averages represent a percentage result as well.
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5.2  Results

Several trends are generally indicated in the results. The more highly educated respondents
scored higher than the less educated (1 yr. or less of school). They scored higher on all texts, whether
the language was Dhimba (mother tongue),  the predominant language in their area of residence, or
the predominant language of the other area (where the person did not go to school). Generally, the
noneducated persons had the lowest scores, those with primary education the middle scores, and
those with secondary education the highest. But in a few instances the primary school group scored
higher than the secondary school group.

Overall scores were highest for the Dhimba story and next highest for the Dhimba Scripture.
This pattern was consistent for the three languages; scores were better for the natural contemporary
stories than for the Scriptures which are translated material. The scores on the Scripture texts may be
lower for a variety of reasons: Scripture often contains concepts not widely known or understood by all
people. Also, there may be problems in the translations which make the text not clear, or the reading
of the passage may not have been smooth and natural.

The data show a disparity in best performance of Herero over Ndonga in all speaker
categories. Dhimbas residing in the western—Herero—area generally scored higher on the stories
from their area than did Dhimbas in the eastern—Ndonga—area on the Ndonga stories. This may
indicate that Ndonga is more difficult for Dhimbas to learn than Herero. The highest score on the
Herero story in the western area was 87% (women 15–40, primary sch. grade 2+). The highest score
on the Herero story in the eastern area was 77% (women 15–40, secondary school). The highest
score on the Ndonga story in the western area was 26% (women 41+, primary sch. grade 2+). The
highest score on the Ndonga story in the eastern area was 60% (women 41+, secondary school).
These results are displayed in table 6.

  Table 6. Highest mean scores on stories by area

Western area Eastern area
Herero story 87% 77%
Ndonga story 26% 60%

The respondents consistently scored higher on the Herero Scriptures than the Ndonga
Scripture text, even in the eastern area (table 7). The highest score on the Herero Scripture in the
eastern area was 80% (women 15–40, secondary school). The highest score on the Herero Scripture
in the western area was 79% (women 15-40, primary school grade 2+). The highest score on the
Ndonga Scripture in the eastern area was 55% (women, 41+, secondary school). The highest score
on the Ndonga Scripture in the western area was 31% (women 41+, secondary school).

Table 7. Highest mean scores on Scripture texts by area

Western area Eastern area
Herero Scrip. 79% 80%
Ndonga Scrip. 31% 55%

The results of tables 6 and 7 indicate that as a second language Herero is better understood
by Dhimbas in both the western and eastern areas. Not only are the percentages for Herero higher
overall but it has a narrower range than the lower Ndonga means. In fact, in table 6 the range for the
Herero percentages is 10% while it is 34% for Ndonga. In table 7 the range for Herero is 1% while it is
24% for Ndonga.
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All the highest mean scores for Herero and Ndonga stories and Scripture were achieved by
women. Tables 6 and 7 show eight categories of scores by language, text type, and area. Younger
women (age 15–40) demonstrated the best scores for the Herero story and Scripture texts in both the
eastern and western areas. Older women (age 41 and over) demonstrated the best scores for the
Ndonga story and Scripture texts in both the eastern and western areas. (Tables of all mean scores
by sex, age, and education level are shown in appendix D). The reason the women demonstrated the
best performance on all the texts is unknown.

While some of the highest mean scores exceed the 75% threshold for understanding another
language, these scores are from only a few of the twenty-four speaker categories and not
representative of the whole population. Lowest mean scores of all the groups can be seen in the
charts in the next section and in appendix D which contains tables of all mean scores for all
categories.

The results for the Dhimba texts show some differences (table 8). For the Dhimba story the
mean scores ranged from 91% to 99%. A 99% mean score occurred in three categories. This is quite
high and well above the 75% threshhold. In the twenty-four age-sex-area categories that were
established, seven scored below the 75% mark for the Dhimba Scripture test. The lowest was 58%.
Five of these groups were from the lesser educated categories in the western area. This trend may
highlight a number of difficulties relating to the fact that the earlier Scripture portions translated into
Dhimba relied on the Ndonga New Testament as a model.

Table 8. High and low mean scores of Dhimba story and Scripture by area

Western area Eastern area
High Low High Low

Dhimba story 99% 91% 99% 93%
Dhimba Scrip. 94% 58% 94% 67%

These results demonstrate a very high understanding of the Dhimba story by Dhimbas in both
areas. It is fair to say that in an area of residence (that is, in an area where either Herero or Ndonga is
predominant), the Dhimba language continues to be well understood by everyone. In fact, the Dhimba
story was recorded from a person who resided in the western area, the same area that showed the
lowest mean (91%) for the story. The lowest mean score for the Dhimba Scripture (58%) was from the
men age 41 and above in the western area who had a primary grade 2+ education level.

While the high mean scores for the Herero Scriptures are above 75% (for only three
categories), they are still well below the high mean for the Dhimba Scriptures. The Dhimba Scripture
means below 75% (seven categories) would indicate a need for greater clarity and more checking of
the translation in order for it to be understandable to all Dhimbas. By and large Dhimbas did not
demonstrate comprehension of Herero or Ndonga at a level adequate to use those translated
Scriptures, whereas they did demonstrate a much greater understanding of their own language.

5.3  75% Threshold
The line charts in this section display the mean scores for the sex-age-education categories in

each area. The reference point of 75% for marginally adequate understanding of the texts is indicated
on the line charts. Since the scores on the texts were based on ten questions and answers for each
story, the mean scores can be easily expressed as percentages as in the previous discussion, and as
displayed as a 75% threshold in the following figures. Discussion of the results follows each display.
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Mean Scores for Men ages 15 - 40 in the 
Herero Area
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Figure 1. Mean scores for men ages 15–40 in the Herero Area.

Mean Scores for Men ages 15 - 40 in the 
Ndonga area
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Figure 2. Mean scores for men ages 15–40 in the Ndonga Area.

On the Dhimba texts only one score was below 75% for younger Dhimba men. It was the
Scripture text for the young men with no school in the western (Herero) area (66%). On the Herero
and Ndonga texts the only scores that were 75% or above were the scores on the Herero story by
men who had primary or secondary school in the western area (78%, 81%). All other scores were
significantly lower, 50% or below.

A summary of the percentage results indicates that all Dhimba younger men scored very well
on the Dhimba story and slightly less well on the Dhimba Scripture text. Most of these scores were
over eighty perecent. Men from the western area scored better on the texts from their own area than
did the men from the eastern area, regardless of education level. Educated men from the eastern
area scored about equal on the Herero and Ndonga texts, or even slightly better on the Herero story
in the case of the men who had gone to secondary school. Dhimba men with no school (from the
eastern area) scored poorly on both Herero and Ndonga texts.
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Mean Scores for Men ages 41 and over in the 
Herero area
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Figure 3. Mean scores for men ages 41 and over in the Herero Area.

Mean Scores for Men ages 41 and over in the 
Ndonga area
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Figure 4. Mean scores for men ages 41 and over in the Ndonga Area.

On the Dhimba texts for older Dhimba men,  two scores were below 75%. It was the Scripture
text for those with no school (74%) and primary school (58%) in the western area. On the Herero and
Ndonga texts only one score was 75% or above. This was (79%) for the Herero story in the western
area (secondary school).
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Mean Scores for Women age 15 to 40 in the 
Herero area
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Figure 5. Mean scores for women age 15 to 40 in the Herero Area.

Mean Scores for Women age 15 to 40 in the 
Ndonga Area
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Figure 6. Mean scores for women age 15 to 40 in the Ndonga Area.

On the Dhimba texts only one score was below 75% for younger Dhimba women. It was the
Scripture text for those women with no school (70%) in the western area. On the Herero and Ndonga
texts several scores were 75% or above. This was for the women with primary and secondary school,
for the Herero story in the western area (87% and 84%), and the Herero Scripture in the western area
(79% and 84%). In the eastern—Ndonga—area the women with secondary school also scored well on
the Herero story (77%) and the Herero Scripture (80%). These results indicate that younger Dhimba
women with some education (primary grade 2 to secondary school) have become more than
marginally bilingual in Herero.
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Mean Scores for Women age 41 and over in 
the Herero area
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Figure 7. Mean scores for women age 41 and over in the Herero Area.

Mean Scores of Women age 41 and over in the 
Ndonga area
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Figure 8. Mean scores for women age 41 and over in the Ndonga Area.

On the Dhimba texts several categories of Dhimba older women had mean scores below 75%.
For the Dhimba Scripture older women with no school in the western area (70%), with no school in the
eastern area (66%), and with primary school in the eastern area (73%) demonstrated a level of
comprehension below the threshhold. For the Herero and Ndonga texts there were no other scores
above 75%.

All Dhimba women over age 41 scored very well on the Dhimba story and somewhat less well
on the Dhimba Scripture text. Scores for the Dhimba story were in the 90% range but in the 70–90%
range for the Dhimba Scripture. No other scores were over 70%.

The women scored better on the texts from their own area with the exception of women from
the Ndonga area with no school or primary school. They scored better on the Herero story than the
Ndonga story. However, this may be partly due to the difficulty in understanding the voice of the
Ndonga speaker on the tape.

While the preceding tables and figures have been beneficial in giving an “eye-ball” view of the
situation between Dhimba, Herero, and Ndonga, more accurate measures can be made. High and low
mean scores—or any individual mean score—may not reveal important features of the results either
within or between groups. Therefore, specific results must be explained using groups’ means to which
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statistical tests are applied. For the results here the paired t-test was employed. Additional results
using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) may be found in appendix C.

Significance of variances was placed at P≤ 0.05. That is, when a significant variance is
statistically identified, we can say with ninety-five percent assurance (probability) that between the two
populations there is some particular factor—rather than chance factors or incidental anomolies—that
is causing the difference. The specific results are further explained below by sex and age groups
according to residence either in the western or eastern language area. To comprehend the basic
concept, variance is here interpreted as a difference in understanding of the texts as demonstrated by
the mean scores. When the computer ran the statistical tests, it ran calulcations based on the range
of high and low scores in the defined categories. It then produced an outcome that demonstrated
whether or not the variances were statistically significant according to a specified standard, e.g., the
p-value (or probability value).

5.4  Paired t-test
The paired t-test was used to compare results for specific stories within groups. For instance,

the mean scores of the younger women for two stories (e.g., Dhimba story and Ndonga story) can be
compared. The focus here is on mean score variations within groups. The comparison is made on
paired stories to see how that particular group performs on the stories. When this test was used, the
only variable in the population was their levels of education. As already seen in the general mean
score results, the more highly educated Dhimbas scored better on the RTT than the lesser educated
people. But any significant variances that are demonstrated via the paired t-test will show the cases
and frequency where the difference in level of education affects the understanding of the recorded
stories.

The t-test was administered to all segments of the western and eastern, male and female,
young and old groupings. Table 9 displays the results of the t-tests with an “X” indicating all pairs of
stories (row labels) that demonstrated significant variance for the various groups (column labels).
Again, significant variance is interpreted here as a meaningful difference in Dhimba speakers’
understanding of the texts or languages made evident through statistical analysis.

 Table 9. Occurrences of significant variance in text pairs according to t-test, by age-sex-area

Western area Eastern area
Men Women Men Women

Young Old Young Old Young Old Young Old
Dh. story/
  Her. story

X X X X X X X X
Dh. story/
  Nd. story

X X X X X X X X
Dh. Scr./
    Nd. Scr

X X X X X X X X
Dh. Scr./
   Her. Scr.

X X X X X X
Her. story/
  Nd. story

X X X X
Her. Scr./
   Nd. Scr.

X X X
Dh. story/
  Dh Scr

X

Table 9 shows that significant variances were demonstrated for all eight groups for three text
pairs, Dhimba story/Herero story, Dhimba story/Ndonga story, and Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga
Scripture. This frequency of variances strongly demonstrates that all Dhimbas, regardless of eastern
or western residence, sex, age group, and education level, are understanding Dhimba Scripture
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significantly better than Ndonga Scripture, and the Dhimba story better than either the Ndonga or
Herero stories. The mother tongue comes out on top.

Significant variances were demonstrated for six groups on the Dhimba Scripture/Herero
Scripture pair. Four of these groups were from the eastern area and two from the western area. These
signficant variances of the Herero Scripture compared to the Dhimba Scripture demonstrates a great
difference in understanding of the Herero Scripture. It is safe to say that the Dhimbas (especially
those living in the Ndonga-speaking area) were understanding the Scripture reading in their own
language much better than in Herero.

Four significant variances were demonstrated for the Herero story/Ndonga story pair. Three
variances were demonstrated for the Herero Scripture/Ndonga Scripture pair. For both of these pairs
the significances only affected Dhimbas residing in the western area. The lack of variances from the
eastern area would indicate consistently adequate or consistently inadequate—most likely
inadequate—understanding of the Herero texts compared to the Ndonga texts from their area. But for
those living in the Herero area there is a great disparity of understanding within each of the three or
four groups demonstrating the significant variances. It is important to recognize that these groups are
demonstrating a much better understanding of the text from their area compared to that of the other
area.

Only one variance was demonstrated for the Dhimba story/ Dhimba Scripture pair. Curiously,
this is for the younger men from the western area. Here again there is some effect of education
causing the difference in the comprehension in this group. However, the scores were consistently
high (see figure 1). The reason it affects this group only is unclear.

Men age 15–40

The paired t-test was applied to the whole group of younger men from the western—Herero—
area. The only variable within the group was the levels of education. The mean scores of two stories,
e.g., Dhimba story and Herero story, Herero Scripture and Ndonga Scripture, Dhimba story and
Dhimba Scripture, etc.—were compared for statistical variances. Variances were shown in all cases
where the Ndonga texts were compared with the other texts, both Herero and Dhimba. This shows
that level of education affects how well Dhimba younger men from the western area can understand
spoken Ndonga. Variances between the Dhimba story and the Herero story as well as the Dhimba
story and Dhimba Scripture were also demonstrated.

For the Dhimba younger men in the eastern—Ndonga—area, significant variances affected by
level of education were shown on a different set of stories. Significance was shown on the Dhimba
story/ Ndonga story, Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture as well as Dhimba story/Herero story and
Dhimba Scripture/ Herero Scripture. In this case the Herero story/Ndonga story and Herero
Scripture/Ndonga Scripture tests didn’t reveal any significant variances. In other words, while the
variances in this group did demonstrate that they had difficulty understanding both the Herero texts
and the Ndonga texts compared to the Dhimba texts, the group’s means didn’t demonstrate significant
variance (here interpreted as difference in understanding) in comparisons between the Herero texts
and the Ndonga texts, nor between the Dhimba story and Dhimba Scripture themselves.
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Men age 41+

The paired t-test results for the older men from the western area showed significant variances
in the pairings of the Herero texts (story and Scripture) with the Ndonga texts (story and Scripture). In
addition, this group showed significance in the mean scores for the pairings of the Dhimba
story/Ndonga story and Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. This is consistent with the result of the
younger men from the same area. Also, a significance was shown in the score of the Dhimba
story/Herero story. Since this is in the Herero area, again the level of education can be seen as a
contributing factor to how well a person understands a language other than Dhimba, including Herero.

The paired t-test results for the older men from the eastern area showed significant variances
on all the pairings of Herero text or Ndonga texts with the Dhimba texts. Since the only variable within
the sample group is level of education (that is all the people in this group were men; they were age 41
or over and they lived in the eastern area), level of education can be taken as a significant factor as to
whether this group would understand spoken texts in Herero and Ndonga compared to their own
language Dhimba. The implication is that the higher the level of education, the more likely the
respondent was to understand the stories.

Women age 15–40

Results of the paired t-test for younger Dhimba women are described later. For the younger
women in the western area, significant variances were shown on all pairings of texts except for
Dhimba story/Dhimba Scripture. The significant variances included Dhimba story/Herero story,
Dhimba story/Ndonga story, Dhimba Scripture/Herero Scripture, Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture,
Herero story/Ndonga story, Herero Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. Thus, the level of education can be
seen to have an effect on the mean scores for comprehension of these languages.

For the younger women in the eastern area significant variances were shown on pairings of
texts that compared the means of Dhimba with Herero or Ndonga. Significance was shown in Dhimba
story/Herero story, Dhimba Scripture/Herero Scripture, Dhimba story/Ndonga story, and Dhimba
Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. T-tests on the Herero/Ndonga pairings and the Dhimba story/Dhimba
Scripture didn’t demonstrate significance for this group. Thus, the effect of differences in education
levels having a bearing on the comprehension of Herero and Ndonga is seen in the younger women
in the eastern area.

Women age 41+

Paired t-tests were run for the older Dhimba women (age 41+) living in the western area.
Significant variances were demonstrated for five of the seven paired texts. The significances were for
the Dhimba story/Herero story, Dhimba Scripture/Herero Scripture, Dhimba story/Ndonga story,
Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture, as well as for the Herero story/Ndonga story. As already seen in
three of the four categories of men, no significant variance was shown in the pairing of the Dhimba
story/ Dhimba Scripture. Also, the Herero Scripture/Ndonga Scripture did not show any significance.
Thus, levels of education are pertinent to the comprehension of texts in Herero and Ndonga
compared to the mother tongue, Dhimba.

Paired t-tests were run for the older Dhimba women (age 41+) living in the eastern area.
Significant variances were demonstrated for four of the seven paired texts. The significances were for
the Dhimba story/Herero story, Dhimba Scripture/Herero Scripture, Dhimba story/Ndonga story, and
Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. No significant variance was shown in the pairing of the Dhimba
story/ Dhimba Scripture. Also, the Herero /Ndonga pairings of the stories and Scripture did not show
any significance. Thus, levels of education are pertinent to the comprehension of texts in Herero and
Ndonga compared to the mother tongue, Dhimba.
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5.5  Summary of the Paired t-test
The test performed comparisons of intragroup mean scores on pairs of texts listened to by

Dhimba speakers. Most of the pairings included Dhimba in comparison to Herero or Ndonga and with
two types of texts, Scripture texts and contemporary narratives. The mean scores of the Herero and
Ndonga stories and Scripture were also compared. The whole sample was subdivided into eight
groups according to sex, area of residence, and age. The one remaining known variable of interest
within groups was education.

Significant variances were demonstrated for all eight groups for three text pairs, Dhimba
story/Herero story, Dhimba story/Ndonga story, and Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. This
frequency of variances strongly demonstrates that all Dhimbas, regardless of eastern or western
residence, sex, age group, and education level, are understanding Dhimba Scripture significantly
better than Ndonga Scripture, and the Dhimba story better than either the Ndonga or Herero stories.
The mother tongue comes out on top.

Significant variances were demonstrated for six groups on the Dhimba Scripture/Herero
Scripture pair. Four of these groups were from the eastern area and two from the western area. These
signficant variances of the Herero Scripture compared to the Dhimba Scripture demonstrates a great
difference in understanding of the Herero Scripture. It is safe to say that the Dhimbas (especially
those living in the Ndonga-speaking area) were understanding the Scripture reading in their own
language much better than in Herero.

Four significant variances were demonstrated for the Herero story/Ndonga story pair. Three
variances were demonstrated for the Herero Scripture/Ndonga Scripture pair. For both of these pairs
the significances only affected Dhimbas residing in the Herero-speaking area. The lack of variances
from the Ndonga-speaking area would indicate consistently poor or consistently adequate
understanding of the Herero texts compared to the texts from their area. But for those living in the
Herero area, there is a great inconsistency of understanding within each of the three or four groups
demonstrating the significant variances. It is important to recognize that these groups are
demonstrating a much better understanding of the text from their area compared to that of the other
area.

Only one variance was demonstrated for the Dhimba story/ Dhimba Scripture pair. Curiously,
this is for the younger men from the western area. Here again there is some effect of education
causing the difference in the comprehension in this group. However, the scores were consistently
high (see figure 1). The reason it affects this group only is unclear.

The results of the paired t-test substantially support the alternative hypothesis that there is a
difference in understanding Dhimba compared to Herero and Ndonga based on the respondents’
levels of education. This test demonstrated a lesser understanding of Ndonga than Herero. Since
education was shown to be a major factor in the level of understanding, we can conclude that there is
a low level of inherent mutual intelligibility between Dhimba and Ndonga, and between Dhimba and
Herero. This is so because only those Dhimba speakers with education have any significant levels of
understanding of Herero or Ndonga.

5.6  Angola Results
The advantage of analyzing the results for the group from Angola is to see whether the need

for translation for Angolan Dhimbas is the same or different from that for Namibian Dhimbas. The
advantage of analyzing results for the group who lived in both areas is that their experience of having
been exposed to both Herero and Ndonga can shed light on differences and possible difficulties
experienced in learning these two languages.
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A portion of the data were collected from Dhimbas from Angola who had only been resident in
Namibia a short time. They didn’t fit the established categories for having had opportunity to learn
either Herero or Ndonga, and in particular had much less schooling than the Namibian Dhimbas. Only
three of the Angolan respondents had been to school, and none beyond primary school. Using data
from the Angolan Dhimba respondents would help for studying inherent intelligibility between
languages.

The paired t-test for texts was also applied to the scores of Dhimba men from Angola (table
10). Due to insufficient data points in smaller groups, the sample groups for the tests included
variables of age and education. Thus, the group of men from Angola do not subdivide into older and
younger or various levels of education. Significant variances were demonstrated for only two of the
seven paired texts. This is the fewest significances of any group. These were only for the pairs of
Dhimba story/Herero story and Dhimba story/Ndonga story.

Table 10. Occurrences of significant variances in text pairs according to t-test,
 for Dhimbas from Angola.

       Groups Angola
Story
pairs

Men
(n = 7)

Women
(n =16)

Dh. story/
  Her. story

X X
Dh. story/
  Nd. story

X X
Dh. Scr./
    Nd. Scr.

X
Dh. Scr./
   Her. Scr.

X
Her. story/
  Nd. story
Her Scr./
   Nd. Scr.
Dh. story/
  Dh. Scr.

The paired t-test for texts was also applied to the scores of Dhimba women from Angola. Due
to insufficient data points in smaller groups, the sample groups for the tests included variables of age
and education. Thus the group of women from Angola do not subdivide into older and younger or
various levels of education. Significant variances were demonstrated for four of the seven paired
texts. The significances were for the Dhimba story/Herero story, Dhimba Scripture/Herero Scripture,
Dhimba story/Ndonga story, and Dhimba Scripture/Ndonga Scripture. No significant variance was
shown in the pairing of the Dhimba story/ Dhimba Scripture. Also, the Herero /Ndonga pairings of the
stories and Scripture did not show any significance. Thus, some combination(s) of age and levels of
education are pertinent to the comprehension of texts in Herero and Ndonga compared to the mother
tongue, Dhimba.

The mean scores for the Dhimba men from Angola showed few significant variances using the
ANOVA test (table 11). This may be due to the age groups having insufficient data points for the
statistical calculations. Variances were demonstrated when both age groups were included in the test.
On the Dhimba story a variance was shown between the groups of younger and older Angolan men,
and the younger and older groups of Dual. Significant variances were also shown for both the Ndonga
story and the Ndonga Scripture for the Angola younger and older men, the western area younger and
older men, and the eastern area younger and older men.
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Table 11. Tally of significant variances revealed by ANOVA, for Angolan Dhimbas

WOMEN  (n = 16) MEN  (n = 7)
      Groups

Stories

Angola-Y, O
Western-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Angola-Y,O
Dual-Y,O

Angola-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Angola-Y,O
Dual-Y,O

Angola-Y,O
Western-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Nd. story X X
Nd. Scr. X X X
Her. Scr. X X
Her. story
Dh. Scr.
Dh story X

The mean scores for the Dhimba women from Angola showed significant variances when both
age groups were included in the ANOVA test (table 11). For the Herero Scripture the significant
variances were with the younger and older women from Angola, the younger and older women from
the western area, and the younger and older women from the eastern area. Likewise the significance
was shown with the younger and older women from Angola when the scores were compared with the
younger and older women from Dual for the Herero Scripture. On both the Ndonga story and the
Ndonga Scripture, significant variances were again shown when the groups’ scores included in the
test were the younger and older women from Angola, the younger and older women from the eastern
area, and the younger and older women from the western area. Then for the Ndonga Scripture,
signifiance was shown when the groups in the test were the younger and older women from Angola
and the younger and older women from the eastern area.

5.7  Angola Summary
The advantage of analyzing the results for the group from Angola is to see whether the need

for translation by Angolan Dhimbas is the same or different than that of Namibian Dhimbas. The
paired t-test and ANOVA were used as previously in the statistical analysis. The pattern of the t-test
results would most closely resemble that of the eastern area. However, with the men from Angola,
significant variances were demonstrated for only two of the seven paired texts. This is the fewest
significances of any group. Fewer variances would indicate greater uniformity of mean scores—in this
case very low mean scores for Ndonga and Herero. No significant variance was shown in the pairing
of the Dhimba story/ Dhimba Scripture. Also, the Herero /Ndonga pairings of the stories and Scripture
did not show any significance. Thus, some combination(s) of age and levels of education are pertinent
to the comprehension of texts in Herero and Ndonga compared to the mother tongue, Dhimba.

Using the ANOVA test, the mean scores for the Dhimba women from Angola showed more
significant variances than those for the men. The only significant variances for the men that included
Angola, western, and eastern were for the Ndonga story and the Ndonga Scripture. This result is the
same as that for Dual, western, and eastern. Thus, difficulty with understanding Ndonga is relatively
the same for men from Angola as for those who live in Namibia. A curious anomaly occurs in a
significant variance for the Dhimba story in the ANOVA that includes men from Angola and Dual
residence. This variance occurs in no other male grouping.

For three groupings of women the Ndonga story and Ndonga Scripture both showed
significant variances in every instance (table 12). But the differences amongst several groups are
distinguished by the presence or absence of significant variances of the two Herero texts. In the group
that included only the women from the western and eastern areas, significant variances were evident
for both the Herero story and Herero Scripture. In the group that included Dual along with the eastern
and western group variances were absent for both the Herero story and Herero Scripture. But for the
group that included the women from Angola as well as the eastern and western groups, a signficiant
variance was evident for the Herero Scripture but absent for the Herero story. Thus, it is shown that
the area of residence is important for the understanding of the Herero texts by Dhimba women. A lack
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of variances may indicate consistently higher mean scores across the groups (e.g., Dhimba texts).
The presence of variances doesn’t indicate only low scores, but rather a difference in the scores.
When a significant variance is statistically identified, then we can say with ninety-five percent
assurance (probability) that between the two populations there is some specific factor/variable—rather
than chance factors or incidental anomalies—that is causing the difference. The specific results
described here indicate that sex and age groups according to residence in Angola or the western or
eastern language areas as it pertains to understanding of Herero and especially Ndonga. Since the
groupings have always included the women of the eastern and western areas, the variable of
residence in Angola or Dual residence is seen to have a decreasing effect on the significant
variances.

Table 12. Tally of ANOVA results for three groupings of Dhimba women

WOMEN
          Groups

Stories

Western,-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Angola-Y,O
Western-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Dual-Y,O
Western-Y,O
Eastern-Y,O

Nd. story X X X
Nd. Scr. X X X
Her. Scr. X X
Her. story X
Dh. Scr.
Dh. story

The ANOVA results indicate that area of residence is most important for understanding the
Ndonga texts, somewhat less important for understanding the Herero texts, and least important for
understanding the mother tongue, Dhimba. Furthermore the t-test showed that some combination(s)
of age and levels of education are pertinent to the comprehension of texts in Herero and Ndonga
compared to Dhimba.

6  Dhimba Survey Conclusions

6.1  Summary of all RTT Results
Two different types of observations gave corroborating evidence that neither Herero nor

Ndonga are learned as well as the mother tongue, Dhimba.

Results of the “eyeball test” of basic mean scores indicate that Dhimba speakers in nearly all
categories do not understand Herero or Ndonga at or above a 75% threshold. Below 75% is deemed
too low to use the Scriptures with good understanding in those languages. While the 75% threshhold
for bilingual comprehension established for this paper is arbitrary, it yet may be low for demonstrating
true comprehension of a second language. However, Dhimbas’ understanding of their own language
is very high. This would verify the judgment that Dhimba speakers need to have the Scriptures
translated into their own language. Some lesser educated Dhimbas scored below 75% on the Dhimba
Scripture texts. While this may partially have been due to unfamiliarity with the material and the
recorded text test (RTT) procedure, it would indicate that translators should strive to make the
translated Scriptures clear and natural so that they can be understood by any Dhimba speaker.

Dhimba speakers’ understanding of three languages—Dhimba, Herero, and Ndonga—was
tested through audio recorded stories. Mean scores were tallied for twenty-four categories of
speakers according to age, sex, and education level. The paired t-test was used to test signficance of
the mean scores within groups on pairs of texts. This test was applied to the mean scores of the
respondents who resided in the western and eastern areas,  as well as Dhimbas from Angola. The
main variable in the groups was education. For the residents of the eastern and western areas the
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results of the paired t-test substantially support the alternative hypothesis that there is a difference in
understanding Herero and Ndonga compared to Dhimba. This test demonstrated a lesser
understanding of Ndonga than Herero. But both are in signficant variance to the mother tongue,
Dhimba. The t-test that was applied to the Angola mean scores shows that some combination(s) of
age and levels of education are pertinent to the comprehension of texts in Herero and Ndonga
compared to the mother tongue, Dhimba. However, the signficiances were more evident for the
women from Angola than for the men.

While the methods may have analyzed the mean scores with increasing complexity, the
results reveal a fairly constant picture: Dhimba speakers are at a disadvantage when hearing both
Ndonga and Herero. The greater disadvantage is with Ndonga where the lack of comprehension
remains consistently high in the signficant variances of the different sample groups. The t-test
revealed significant variances of the mean scores (denoting comprehension) that pertained to the
Ndonga texts to a greater extent and to Herero to a lesser extent in terms of frequency of variances.
The conspicuous lack of significant variances for Dhimba demonstrates that it is the superior
language for Dhimba’s comprehension of any message. In order to ensure the most complete
understanding of any message—if the communicator deems it important—Dhimba should be the
language of choice for communicating that message.

6.2  Research Questions and Conclusions
The purpose of this survey was to determine whether the Scriptures should be translated into

the Dhimba language. Two questions formed the basis for the objectives of the survey. Each is
answered separately below using results from the individual interviews and RTTs previously
explained.

• Can Dhimba speakers understand Herero and/or Ndonga well enough to use the Scriptures
already available in those languages?

Results of the recorded text test, via the statistical means of paired t-test and ANOVA, indicate that
Dhimba people have a high understanding of their own language. But as a group, Dhimba people’s
comprehension of Herero is moderately limited, but for Ndonga it is extremely limited. The
comprehension by Dhimba people of both Herero and Ndonga is insufficient for complete
understanding of the message from a Scripture text. This would verify the judgment that Dhimba
speakers need to have the Scriptures translated into their own language.

• Would Scriptures in Dhimba be used?

The results of the Scripture use pilot test with pastors of Dhimba churches indicate that most of the
churches will actually distribute books produced in Dhimba.

Additional indicators of the Dhimba language situation suggest through marriage and family
language use patterns that Dhimba is a language that will be maintained for generations.
Furthermore, many Dhimba speakers who are already literate would benefit from the development of
written material in their language. Many Dhimbas, however, have very little education. Those with little
education who cannot read also have less access to the radio and tapes. Means will have to be
sought to make the translated Scriptures available to them either in printed or audio form. Finally, the
church could begin using Dhimba more in church services both in translation of spoken parts into
Dhimba as well as reading of Scripture in Dhimba.
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Appendix A
Parish Leader’s Questionnaire

Date_____________  Village______________  Researcher_____________
************************************************************************************

What denomination is your church?

Are you a pastor, evangelist, church elder, or bishop?__________________________________

Name of the pastor:_____________________________________________________________

Name of the person answering the questionnaire:______________________________________

What year did you become a parish leader?_____________  OR  How long have you been a parish

leader?______________________________________________________________________

What language did you learn from your parents?______________________________________

What other languages do you speak?_______________________________________________

Which language do you speak best?_______________________________________________

Ask this question about the other languages the person knows:

Could you preach in them? __________________________________________________________

Which languages are you able to read?_____________________________________________

Which language do you read best?________________________________________________

How much schooling did you complete?____________________________________________

What theological training have you received?________________________________________

How many congregations are you responsible for?____________________________________

In which villages?_____________________________________________________________

Does anyone help you in your church work?_________________________________________

About how many members are there of your congregation?______________________________

During worship services in your church, in which languages do you sing choruses?  Which language
do you use most?_____________________________________________________________

During worship services in your church, in which languages do you sing hymns?  Which language do
you use most?______________________________________________________________

During worship services in your church, in which languages do you pray?  Which do you use most?
____________________________________________________________________________
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During worship services in your church, in which language do you make announcements?_______

Do you interpret the announcements? In which language?______________________________

During worship services in your church, in which language do you preach?____________________

Do you interpret the sermon? In which language?_____________________________________

During worship services in your church, which Bible do you read?  Which do you use most?
___________________________________________________________________________

Which Bible do you like to use for personal reading?_____________________________________

About how many members can read the Bible in Herero?_________________________________

About how many members can understand Herero, but they cannot read it?___________________

About how many members can read the Bible in Ndonga?________________________________

About how many members can understand Ndonga, but they cannot read it?__________________

Are there any members of your church who are Dhimba?_________________________________

About how many members of your church are Dhimba?__________________________________

What would you say if you heard that the Bible were being translated into Dhimba?
_____________________________________________________________________________

How much of a need is there to translate the Bible into Dhimba?
_____________________________________________________________________________

Would you use the Dhimba Bible once it is translated? Y  N

In which situations?  (For instance, in church services, when visiting people)
__________________________________________________________________________

If the Dhimba Bible were recorded onto cassettes would you play it for your congregation? Y  N

What can you and your congregation do to help the Bible to be translated?
______________________________________________________________________

Does your congregation have any interest in teaching people to read and write Dhimba?
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B
Dhimba Survey - Individual Questionnaire

H M 15–40 No-1 Ref # _____

N F 41- Pri. 2-

Sec.

Researcher _____________________ Date __________________ Place __________________

Introduction

1.0 Are you a woman or a man?

1.1 What are you called? ___________________________________

1.2 How old are you? _____________
 OR: Estimated age if age or year of birth is unknown:

2.0 What is your language? ________________________________

2.1 Do you speak Hakawona or Dhimba? _____________________

2.2 Which languages do you understand well?___________________________________________

3.0 Where were you born? _______________________________

3.1 Where did you grow up? _______________________

3.2 Did you stay there a long time?_______

3.3 How many years maybe?_________

3.4 Do many people there speak Herero?______ How many? __________________

3.5 Do many people there speak Wambo?_______ How many? _________________

3.6 Have you attended school? _______ If YES ask questions 3.7–3.10.

3.7 Where did you attend primary school? _______________________________________

3.8 How many years did you stay in primary school?_____________________

3.9 Do many people there speak Herero?______ How many? __________________

3.10 Do many people there speak Wambo?_______ How many? _________________

3.11 Did you attend secondary school? _____ If YES ask 3.12–3.15.
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3.12 Where did you attend secondary school?_________________________________

3.13 How many years did you stay there?_____________________

3.14 Do many people there speak Herero?______ How many? __________________

3.15 Do many people there speak Wambo?_______ How many? _________________

3.16 Have you lived any other places? _____ If YES ask 3.17–3.20.

3.17 Where?__________________________________

3.18 How many years did you stay there? _____________________

3.19 Do many people there speak Herero?______ How many? __________________

3.20 Do many people there speak Wambo?_______ How many? _________________

3.21 Have you lived any other places? _____ If YES ask 3.22–3.25.

3.22 Where?_______________________________

3.23 How many years did you stay there?_____________________

3.24 Do many people there speak Herero?______ How many? __________________

3.25 Do many people there speak Wambo?_______ How many? _________________

4.0 Are you married? _____ If YES ask 4.1–4.3.

4.1 What is your husband’s/ wife’s first language? ________________________

4.2 What language do you speak to your husband/wife?___________________

4.3 What does your husband/wife speak to you? _____________________

4.4 Do you have children? _____ If YES ask 4.5–4.6.

4.5 What language do you speak to your children?____________________________

4.6 What language do the children speak to you?_______________________________

5.0 Do you attend church? _____ If YES ask:

5.1 How many times did you attend in February and March? __________

6.0 Are you able to read? _____ If YES ask:

6.1 Which languages can you read?  __________________________________________
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6.2 Do you listen to cassette tapes?  ______ If YES ask:

6.3 Does someone in your household have a tape recorder? _______

6.4 Do you listen to the radio? ______ If YES ask:

6.5 Does someone in your household have a radio? _____
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Appendix C
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Results

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

The ANOVA test has a different focus than that of the t-test. The ANOVA compares means
across groups. The variances are revealed for how different groups performed on individual stories.3
Usually the populations under comparison were a certain sex (e.g., women), a certain age group (e.g.,
age 15–40), from both the Herero and Ndonga areas. Thus the point of comparison—and differences
that can be statistically revealed—is whether the area of residence affects the mean scores of the
groups. In the results, generally more significant variances were found in the two Ndonga texts,
somewhat fewer for the Herero texts, and fewest for the Dhimba (mother-tongue) texts. Also the
women’s mean scores demonstrated more variances than the men’s. The results are discussed in the
following paragraphs. Table 13 shows all the significant variances that were revealed in different
sample groups, particularly eastern versus western areas, on individual stories. An “X” in the table
indicates stories (row labels) that demonstrated significant variance for the various groups (column
labels).

Table 13. Occurrences of significant variance in groups according to ANOVA, by sex-area-age

Women Men
          Groups
Stories

East Young
West Young

East Old
West Old

East Y, O
West Y, O

East Young
West Young

East Old
West Old

East Y, O
West Y, O

Nd. story X X X X X X
Nd. Scr. X X X X X
Her. Scr. X X X X
Her. story X X X
Dh. Scr. X X
Dh. story X

Men age 15–40

For this grouping of younger men, significant variances were shown for both the Ndonga story
and the Ndonga Scripture, but not the Dhimba and Herero texts. Thus, area of residence, e.g.,
western versus eastern, does affect the comprehension of the Ndonga stories by Dhimba younger
men. This is not to say that comprehension is not affected on the Dhimba and Herero texts, but only
not to the ninety-five percent probability level of assurance.

Men age 41 and above

Area of residence, western versus eastern, more strongly affects the comprehension of the
stories by older men than it did for younger men. All texts, with the exception of the Dhimba story,
showed significant variances. The influence of Ndonga in the Dhimba Gospels of Luke and John,
previously translated, has been reported. Perhaps this explains the significance of the result for the
mother-tongue Scripture, whereas no significance was evident for the contemporary Dhimba story.

Further significance was shown in ANOVAs that included all men, the younger and older
western Dhimba men as well as the younger and older eastern Dhimba men. These were
demonstrated for the Ndonga story and the Ndonga Scripture as well as the Dhimba Scripture itself.

                                                
3Significance of variances was placed at P≤ 0.05. That is, when a significant variance is statistically identified,
then we can say with ninety-five percent assurance (probability) that between the two populations there is some
specific factor/variable—rather than chance factors or incidental anomolies—that is causing the difference.
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Women age 15–40

For this grouping of younger women, significant variances were shown for both the Ndonga
story and the Ndonga Scripture, the Herero Scripture and the Herero story, and the Dhimba story. All
texts with the exception of the Dhimba Scripture showed significant variances. Thus, the area of
residence (eastern versus western) plays a role in how well the women understand the non-Dhimba
stories. The variances occur because of the differences in the mean scores for the stories from their
area compared to the stories from the other area and to Dhimba.

Women age 41 and above

The mean scores of older Dhimba women of the eastern and western areas showed
significant variance for only the Herero Scripture and the Ndonga story. Sometimes when means in a
group have a fairly narrow range (e.g., all means are relatively high or relatively low), then
significances aren’t shown, as in the results for the Dhimba texts.

Further significance was shown in ANOVAs that included all women, the younger and older
western Dhimba women as well as the younger and older eastern Dhimba women. These were
demonstrated for the Herero story and the Herero Scripture, and the Ndonga story and Ndonga
Scripture. In these results some combination of the area of residence and age is shown to be
significant in the understanding of the Herero and Ndonga texts. However, for these four groups
together, the area of residence and age did not affect the results to the two Dhimba texts. It is inferred
that consistently high means for comprehension of the mother tongue leads to no significant variance
revealed, as in the case of the Dhimba texts.

In a few cases the age difference was shown to be significant. On the Dhimba story and the
Herero Scripture the mean scores of the older and younger women in the eastern area demonstrated
a significant variance. Likewise on the Herero story, the mean scores of the women in the eastern
area demonstrated a signficant variance. (These few cases are not shown in a table).

ANOVA summary

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a test that compares means across groups. The variances
are revealed for how different groups performed on individual stories. Thus, the point of comparison
and differences that can be statistically revealed is whether the area of residence affects the mean
scores of the respondents in different groups. The primary subgroup in this test was sex. That is, the
mean scores of groups of women were compared with other women, not with men.

The results displayed in table 10 reveal the most variances for the Ndonga texts, the Herero
texts second, and the Dhimba texts last. Of six groupings in the ANOVAs, the Ndonga story showed
six significant variances, the Ndonga Scripture showed five. The Herero Scripture showed four
significant variances and the Herero story three. The Dhimba Scripture showed two signficant
variances and the Dhimba story one. This result is consistent with previous t-test results.

No similar pattern of signficant variances, that is, similarity of high or low performance, was
demonstrated across the gender groups tested. Each parallel gender group (e.g., young women from
the eastern and western areas or young men from the eastern and western areas), demonstrated a
different pattern of variances. Also, the more variances within a group, the less consistent the
performance of the respondents on the comprehension tests.

The younger women from the eastern and western areas demonstrated significant variances
for five of the six texts, with the exception of the Dhimba Scripture. However, for the older women
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from the eastern and western areas, only two of the texts demonstrated significant variances, those
being the Ndonga story and the Herero Scripture. In a larger group comprising both younger and older
women from both the eastern and western areas, other significant differences are revealed only for
the Ndonga and the Herero texts, not for Dhimba. Thus, we can see that performance on the texts
highly favors the mother tongue. But some differences are revealed on the Herero and Ndonga texts
that are caused by some combination of age and the area of residence.

The younger men from the eastern and western areas demonstrated significant variances for
two of the six texts, both the Ndonga texts. In the grouping that comprised both the younger and older
men from both areas, these same two Ndonga texts showed differences as well as the Dhimba
Scripture. So we can observe that it is likely that area more than age is causing the significant
variances (and lower performance) on the Ndonga texts. For the grouping that included the older men
from the eastern and western areas, five of the six texts showed variances. These include both the
Herero and Ndonga stories and Scripture texts, as well as the Dhimba Scripture.

In the final observation we can see that various combinations of gender, age, and area of
residence seem to have an effect on the significant variances of the means of the texts. The Ndonga
texts are most affected, the Herero texts second, and the Dhimba texts third. The varying levels of
performance on the Ndonga texts, though generally quite low, cause those texts to be the most
sensitive and demonstrate the variances. On the other end, the consistently higher performance on
the Dhimba texts causes them to be less sensitive and to demonstrate fewer significant variances.
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Appendix D

Tables of Mean Scores by Groups

Mean Scores for men ages 15–40 in the Herero and Ndonga Areas

Herero area Ndonga area
No Sch. Pri. 2+ Sec. No Sch. Pri 2+ Sec.

Her. St. 4.94 7.75 8.05 0.66 3.75 4.62
Her. Scr. 4.88 6.58 6.88 0.88          2.3 3.12
Ndon. St. 0.38 1.75 0.66 0.77 3.85 3.12
Ndon.
Scr.

0.72 0.14 1.38 0.38          3.1 3.18

Dh. St. 9.33 9.85 9.66 9.38 9.75 9.75
Dh. Scr. 6.55          9          9          8          9.2          9.5

Mean Scores for men ages 41 and over in the Herero and Ndonga Areas

Herero area Ndonga area
No Sch. Pri. 2+ Sec. No Sch. Pri 2+ Sec.

Her. St. 5.75 5.62          7.9          3.5 2.5          5.6
Her. Scr.          5.5 5.66          6.1 3.95 2.8 5.11
Ndon. St.         0.21          0          1 0.85 2.7 2.65
Ndon.
Scr.

        0.3          0          1          0.9 2.7          3.6

Dh. St. 9.19 9.66 9.75 9.75 9.8          9.7
Dh. Scr. 7.42 5.83 9.08          8.5 9.7          9.3

Mean Scores for women age 15 to 40 in the Herero and Ndonga Areas

Herero area Ndonga area
No Sch. Pri. 2+ Sec. No Sch. Pri 2+ Sec.

Her. St. 4.45 8.69 8.39 2.55          6.3 7.66
Her. Scr.          3.1 7.92 7.81 1.66 5.92 8.04
Ndon. St. 0.15 1.73 2.39 2.05 3.76 4.04
Ndon.
Scr.

         0.2 1.69 1.78 1.94 3.53 3.25

Dh. St.          9.3 9.73          9.8 9.94 9.88 9.83
Dh. Scr.          7 9.07 9.34 7.83          8.5 9.37
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Mean Scores for women age 41 and over in the Herero and Ndonga Areas

Herero area Ndonga area
No Sch. Pri. 2+ Sec. No Sch. Pri 2+ Sec.

Her. St. 2.62 6.75         5          1.5 5.5 4.3
Her. Scr.          2.5          6.5         4.8 0.91            4 4.2
Ndon. St. 0.93 2.62         3.2 1.08 4.4            6
Ndon.
Scr.

0.68          1         3.12 0.83 2.9 5.5

Dh. St. 9.14 9.12         9.9 9.33 9.3 9.7
Dh. Scr.          7 8.12         9.4 6.66 7.3 9.4

Mean Scores for Men ages 15–40 in the Western and Eastern Areas

Western Area
n = 21

Eastern Area
n = 23

Herero Story 7.11 2.50
Herero Scripture 6.26 1.69
Ndonga Story 0.69 2.82
Ndonga Scripture 0.66 3.20
Dhimba Story 9.57 9.60
Dhimba Scripture 7.85 8.78

Mean Scores for men ages 41 and over in the Western and Eastern Areas

Western Area
n = 13

Eastern Area
n = 16

Herero Story 5.91 2.70
Herero Scripture 5.26 2.96
Ndonga Story 0.46 2.84
Ndonga Scripture 0.38 3.40
Dhimba Story 9.03 9.62
Dhimba Scripture 6.92 9.25

Mean Scores for women age 15 to 40 in the western and eastern areas

Western Area
n = 26

Eastern Area
n = 18

Herero Story 7.46 4.13
Herero Scripture 6.15 3.66
Ndonga Story 0.59 3.44
Ndonga Scripture 0.57 3.30
Dhimba Story 9.57 9.92
Dhimba Scripture 8.38 8.11
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Mean Scores for women age 41 and over in the western and eastern areas

Western Area
n = 9

Eastern Area
n = 14

Herero Story 4.55 2.50
Herero Scripture 4.22 1.42
Ndonga Story 0.11 2.28
Ndonga Scripture 0.00 2.14
Dhimba Story 9.61 9.57
Dhimba Scripture 8.83 7.64

Mean Scores for men from Angola in both age groups

Men Age 15–40
n = 4

Men Age 41+
n = 3

Herero Story 3.00 0.83
Herero Scripture 4.75 0.00
Ndonga Story 1.75 0.50
Ndonga Scripture 1.25 1.00
Dhimba Story 9.00 9.16
Dhimba Scripture 6.62 7.00

Mean Scores for women from Angola in both age groups

Women Age 15–40
n = 6

Women Age 41+
n = 10

Herero Story 1.33 2.55
Herero Scripture 1.75 2.45
Ndonga Story 0.91 0.35
Ndonga Scripture 1.25 0.10
Dhimba Story 9.66 8.85
Dhimba Scripture 6.25 6.30

Mean Scores for men in both age groups who resided in both areas

Men Age 15–40
n = 4

Men Age 41+
 n = 9

Herero Story 5.50 6.66
Herero Scripture 4.50 5.77
Ndonga Story 1.37 0.33
Ndonga Scripture 1.75 0.33
Dhimba Story 9.75 9.94
Dhimba Scripture 9.50 8.83
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Mean Scores for women in both age groups who resided in both areas

Women age 15–40
n = 16

Women age 41+
n = 6

Herero Story 7.65 4.33
Herero Scripture 7.65 4.16
Ndonga Story 3.30 3.00
Ndonga Scripture 2.60 1.75
Dhimba Story 9.84 9.00
Dhimba Scripture 9.21 6.75
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